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On 15 May 2017 waterspouts were reported off the coast of Yomitan Village, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan.

Two misocyclones were observed in the storm by an X-band phased array weather radar (PAWR) located

at National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT) in Onna Village and an

X-band radar with conventional parabolic antenna located at University of Ryukyus (hereafter KIN radar)

in Nishihara Town (Fig. 1). In this study, we investigate structures and lifecycles of the misocyclones by

using radar data. The PAWR data were used for analysis of three dimensional structure of misocyclones

with very high time resolution since it takes only 30 seconds to observe 110 elevations whereas it takes 6

minutes for KIN radar to observe 14 elevations. Radar reflectivity and Doppler velocity data are mainly

used for the analysis. A misocyclone is identified from the Doppler velocity field by assuming the

Rankine’s vortex. Dual Doppler analysis are conducted to estimate the low-level horizontal wind field by

using PAWR and KIN radar. The target echo was first observed at 15:08 JST (Japan Standard Time) at

about 3.7 km in height at the south of a preexisting echo when it was in dissipating stage. The target echo

was formed along the shear line between the environmental southeast wind and northerly wind from the

preexisting echo. Two cyclonic misocyclones were detected at the south-western edge of the target echo.

A misocyclone detected from 15:25:30 to 15:36:30 is named MC1 and another misocyclone detected

from 15:28:00 to 15:47:00 is named MC2. MC2 located inner of the echo compared with MC1. MC1 was

detected at 1.5-2.1 km in height (15:25:30-15:27:30) and MC1expanded its lower boundary down to 0.7

km in height after that (15:28:30-15:31:30). As the depth of the MC1 increased, its diameter shrank and

its vorticity increased. After 15:32:00, MC1 decreased its depth, detected at 1.1-1.9 km in height, and

disappeared after 15:36:30. MC2 was first detected at 1.0-1.8 km in height at 15:28:00 and maintained

its depth until 15:35:30. The lower boundary of MC2 suddenly expanded down to 0.4 km in height with

shrinking its diameter and increasing its vorticity between 15:36:00 and 15:42:30. After that, MC2

reduced its depth only between 1.0 km and 1.9 km in height. Temporal variation of the radar reflectivity

profile at MC2 shows that high reflectivity echo (> 40 dBZ) area corresponds well with the misocyclone

location, and that the comparatively strong vorticity was formed at upper echo and advected downward

with hydrometeor shown as high reflectivity echo which was also formed at higher altitude. 

 

Figure caption 

Fig. 1: Locations of waterspouts and radars.
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